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TO RM MD IN THE (W'NOM I3 MW O TO IZ M

by Fe4ke Bocheaski
?D/

WBG
What is the Middle East?

As you, Ladies and Gentlemen, of this oup, undoubtedly realise, the
term "Middle East" is far from being uniformly applied. In fact, it seems to have
a fluidity quite unexpected from such a barren and rocky territory; its limits seem
to be shifting continuous . Depending on the period of history or on the vantage
point of the external obser, different countries have been referred to under thi.
collective name and nothing has been gained by the fact that the term "Near East"
is often being used alternatively for a similar area. At a certain moment the con-
fusion was so great that the UN Secretait found it necessary to prepare a study
on the various definitions of the Middle Bast and of the Near Bast.

Rather than trying to propose a new answer to this problem into the solution
of which enters a variety of geographical, historial,.sociological and econamic
eleennts, I should like to mention as a curiosity that, according to the criteria
applied by the Middle East Institute in Washington, the Middle East ranges all the
way from Morocco to India and from Iran to Ethiopia and the Sudan. As we heard
recently from a retired diplomat in the US foreign service, prior to World War I the
Near Eastern Section included not only the entire Balkans but even the Austro-
Hungarian Empire. This is another coacple how time affect. geographical terms.
Now, not only the Balkans but even Turkey, with the bulk of her territory in Asia
Minor, like to be regarded as part of Europe rather than to be referred to as be-
longing to the Near or Middle last.

There is undoubtedly a hard core of countries including the Arabian Peninsula
and Egypt which are included in all definitions of the Middle last and a group of
outlying countries in relation to which the terminology variese If we should
distinguish further within this hard core between what is the Near East and what is
the Middle East the definition applied by the Baron de Dumast, the Director of the
port of Beirut, in one of his publications is as good as any. He proposes that
countries which open up towards the Indian Ocean, the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf
should be referred to as countries of the Middle East, while countries opening up
on the Mediterranean should be called the Near East. I am sure that the latter
name would be more acceptable to the nations concerned than the tera "Levant" which,
during the course of history has been given a slightly unflattering connotation.
It also permits us to avoid this third name and thus to avoid further confusion.

What Countries shall I talk about?

For the International Bank's operations our task of clarification is made easie.
by the very statutes of the Bank which limit loans to projects situated in the
territory of a member nation. The Sudan, Libya, Saudi Arabia, Yemen, the Trucial
Sheikhdoms on the Persian Gulf and Afghanistan are at present not members of our
institution. Turkey, for reasons a4ready mentioned as well as because of its links
with Europe through OEEC, is not treated organisationally together with the Middle
East. I am therefore, limiting iiy remarks primarily to Iran, Iraq, Syria, Lebanon,
Jordan and Eg'pt.



Wat are the link between these countries?

(bviously all of these countries are, or have been referwrd to, at one time or
another, as belonging to the lmdevelopeO, or speaking more polite3l, the
"underdeveloped' part of mankind. I would recommen to those of you who propose to
-ork successfully in the area a certain caution in applying these terms. Soe of
these people will be quick in pointing out that they are undeveloped only in a
purely materialistic sense of the word. Such will be, for instance, thp case of the
Lebanese, a people who walk on layers of ruins of ancient civilisations and who are
proudly conscious not only of their somewhat misty Phoenician heritage, but also of
strong contaporary links with Western, primarily French culture. Egyptians may
point out that their agriculture which in that over-populated country has become
almost as labor intensive as gardening shows some of the world's highest yields,
not only because of climatic and soil conditions, but also because of skillful
cultivation and the lavish use of fertilisers.

It is true that all of the six countries mentioned have oquaratively low
income levels ranging from per capita income of $70 to $250 per annum. But in some
cases this is a result primarily of an unfavorable ratio of people to existing
economic resources rather than of the fact that large potential resources have not
yet been developed. The situation in this respect varies from country to country.

But there are certain comon features of the area both among physical and human
factors. The six countries of the Middle East, as defined for the purpose of our
discussion, all depend largely on agriculture. The limiting factor for the groth
of agricultural production in most cases is the shortage of water rather than the
absence of potentially cultivable land or the absence of a people w.hich could till
it. Apart from oil, waich is exploited only in three of the countries (Iran, Iraq
and Egypt), the area in general is poor in mineral resources, it has practically no
coal and only little iron ore. Industries are little developed and som handicapped
by the lack of cheap fuel as well as by a narrow raw material basis and low levels
of purchasing power of the populations.

Culturally, racially and politically there exist not only similarities but even
strong links. Most of the people are Moslem and all of them, except the Persians,
regard theselves as being Arabs. Arabs have a common langiage and tradition. All
of them have been united recently under foreign rule. The antiquity of their
historic tradition is in striking contrast to their short experience as modern state:
Excessive nationalism in all domains, including the economic one, can be found
everywhere, though its manifestations vary in intensity. By and large, none of
these countries has any strong socialistic or etatistique tendencies. The private
sector predominates in their economies. There is a rather general respect for
commercial and financial obli3tions.

Bank Operations Country by Country

I do not want to take more time of this audience, which must be already familiar
with the area, to depict the back round against which the International Bank tries
to develop its operations. I want to mention right now that while we made many
loans around the area described (in Turkey, in Ethiopia, in Pakistan, India and
Ceylon), we only made one loan until now to any of the Arab countries. In all of
them, however, technical assistance activities have taken or are taking place. In



*~14 of them peatory studies for quite substantial loans have reached fairly
advaced stages. h probles encountered and the experiences made in this work
can beat be described on a country by country basis.

Iraq is econemaally the most blessed countrr of the six. It is not over.
popalated. It has very large undeveloped resources in the form of land and water
which with some investat can be brought together for productive purposes. It has
oil which provides the revenues needed for such investment. As Iraq happens to be
also a country in which we have already made a loan, I shall talk about it at rater
greater length; treating it as a case study to illustrate some of the Bank' s poliSie
and procedures.

After various informal discussions early in 1949, the Government of Iraq pat
forward a request for a loan to cover the foreign-exchange costs of a number of
development projects to be carried out over a fou2.year period. In April of that
year staff members visited the country to study these proposals in the ligt of
economic conditions in Irq. They selected a flood control plan for early cn
tion. They also suggested that the plan should be executed by a Development Board
establishment of which had been under discussion for some time.

The project chosen for a Bank loan was intended to protect te Bagdad area
from the flooding of the Tigris which since the earlimt imes had plagued the
city. These floods are caused by the spring melting ofth swnows in the Zagros
Ranges to the north of Iraq and by te heavy ains which ocu :In te aw season.
A sudden rainstorm in the upper reaches of te Tigris can raise te water level
in Bagbdad 8 to 12 feet in a single day. The 4#ximm rate of flm in Bagdad in
April is ten times as fast as in te September dry season, and he leel ofthe
water is 18 feet higer. Levees have been built to pv te flood watwa frmm
overrunning the capital. But they have not been hig en tprovde full
protection. To save Baghdad it has again and again been neesay to allow water
to run off through breaches made far upstrewt. This can only be done at the cost
of damage to large and valuable tracts of agricutural land* In the foods which
struck the area in the spring of 1954 1-1/2 m ares were stimered; even so
it was not possible to protect Baghdad itself frm ame flooding. Total damage dona
was estimated at 20 million Iraqi dinars (S56 a n)s

To attempt to raise the Tigris levees until they are high enoug to hold back
all flood water would be a very costly operation. The project supported by he Bank
aims to continue the traditional policy of rming off the exess upstream of the
city, but will discharge the water harmlessly in te area of a depression known as
the Wadi Thartmar. This is an arid and desolate stretch of country, whipped by dust
storms and of no present value to agriculur,

The possibility of diverting flood waters into the Wadi Tharthar had been under
study for several years when Bank engineers were called In. They considered that
it would be practicable, and accepted it as a first step in a comprehensive plan to
solve the age-old problem of the Tigris floods. Loan negotiations occupied the
winter months of 1949-50. In June 1950, a loan of $12.8 million to the Government
of Iraq was signed. Execution of the loan project was made the responsibility of
the Development Board, which thus began to play an active part in speeding the
economic progress of Iraq.



The Bank's loans normally cover only the foreig-exchange costs of a project,
while the reminder is met from local resources. Thus the loan to Iraq covers only
the foreign-exchange part of the total cost of the Wadi Tharthar project, estimated
in the original plans at $29 million. The balance, covering the expediture to be
made in national currency, is being provided by Iraq. It was arranged during the
negotiations that the finance required for this purpose would be paid out of oil
royalties into a special account. A pledge of oil royalties constituting a security
for loan service payments which cauld be called into play if needed, was also given
by the Government of Iraq.

The interest rate on the loan is 3-3/4%, which includes a 3% connission charged
on all Bank loans, as reqaired by the Articles of Agreement, in order to provide
for possible losses or defaults. The life of Bank loans - all of which are medium-
or long-term - is related to the kind of project financed. In the case of the
Wadi Tharthar, the loan is for 15 years and principal repayments begin in April 195

The proceeds of a Bank loan are not immediately paid over to the borrower when
it has been signed. Various conditions are usually written into the loan agreement;
the loan is not declared effective and disbursement does not begin until they have
been met. The Bank then pays over the loan only as it is required for the project,
and is anxious to make sure that the borrower receives good value for his mney.
A small commitment charge is made, in place of interest, on any part of a loan
which has not been paid to the borrower.

The Wadi Tharthar loan became effective in July 1951. By that date all the
legal questions connected with the loan obligation and of the security arrangements
had been cleared up. By June 19514, $6 million had been disbursed. This sum had
been spent by Iraq mainly on earth-moving equipment required to build the diversion
channel. Part of it had also been spent on contractors' services and on interest
and commitments charge payments.

In a project sich as the Wadi Tharthar, much depends on the efficiency and
speed of the contractors' work. The Bank therefore required the appointment of
qualified consulting engineers to prepare final desigis and specifications and to
supervise construction. In the choice of contractors it stressed the advantages
to the borrower of competitive bidding. Bids for the first of the two main con-
tracts were in fact received from engineering concerns in three countries, and the
Bank offered suggestions on the criteria to be adopted in making the final decisionE
Construction began in December 1951.

The Bank keeps in close touch with projects which are being carried out with
the help of its finance. Regular reports have been received and staff mevhers have
made p eriodic visits to Iraq to obtain first-hand information on the progress made
with the Wadi Tharthar project.

Although the economic, engineering and other merits of a project are carefully
studied before the Bank makes a loan, it is prepared to consider changes from the
plans originally laid if this promises to bring advantage to the borrower. Further
study of the Wadi Tharthar project has made it possible to introduce a number of
improvements. The main features of -the plan, comprising the erection of a barrage
across the Tigris and the construction of a 60-kilometer diversion channel into the
Wadi Tharthar, have remained unaltered. But the barrage has been relocated 7-
kilometer lower down the Tigris than the site originally chosen. This makes it



Pos to retes the lengt of he arnel by a s pnweienents and to ct te
coot in a number of ways. t4 is Mal gawged to raise te heighe of ae barrage and
to expand te originl concept by furte vision for irrigation and by provision
for the generation of electric power.

The conpleted projects in addito to controlling flood water, will now allow
for the irrigation of between 200,000 and 300000 acres in te sres between the
barrage and Ba~dad, and for the installation of a considerable generating capacity.
Becaae of various economies made possible by he change in design, he additional
benefits will be obtained wit only a modest increase in the total cost of the
project.

As the result of the Wadi Thartar enterprises 1955 promises to be he last
year in which Baghdad ay again stand in 1=nt danger of flooding. It should be
the last year in which life and property upstrea my have to be jeopardized to
save the capital. The completion of the task should also bring a large saving on
the cost of repairing and stre ing te lee in the Baghdad area.

The main credit for this achievement pegs to the Development Board (nowr the
Minitry of Development) and to te Coverent and people of Iraq. If present
plans are realized, about 2/3 of he finane wil hae been provided by Iraq, and
nearly all the labor and skill will have come from nationa resources. But te
Bankot loan will have increased the supply of foei3gn exchange available for pro-
dutive investment in Iraq. By making avalae t earned in ooder
countries and on other projects, the Bankw also a h Iraq to solve sme
of the unfamiliar problems encountered in economie deve~~t This~ should prove
of continuing value to Iraq in carrying out oter d projects in the futwes
whether financed by the Bank or from the country' own rosourtes,

in Iran , as In Iraq, there has been basc ut o e fact that
income from oil represent drawing on Irreplaceable ation wealth and or
should not be wasted on urrent expenditure but insted $or productie purposes
in order t o provide sources of income for the pouationt at tse time when th oil
will cosase to flow. A Seven Year Plan was ea ted P, - cfg tonya ago and a
hundred per cent of oil royalties were asiged for htv executson. This policy
might not have been completely realistic because it left a gap in the country's
ordinary budget widely open. In order to decease this deficit in the ate budget
the Seven Year Plan was given the responsibilit for some deficit boa-Ing existing
state industries. Thus, the Goveriuen was taking back with one hand what it had
iven with tee o her. Worse than that was th bad start which the Seven Year Plan

Organization got by having to concentrate its limited amagerial experience on the
organiation of old, often misdirected esfob3sase instead of working on s e
of ie new, promising ventures. Public opinios a factor so often neglected by
Middle Eastern governmenta, was enraged by what seemed a lack of progrese. A
potentially explosive political situation facilitated te access to power of
Dr. Mossadek, who - having obtained considerable terms from the concessionary
ompany -- either would not or could not stop in time by cning to an earlier
agreement which would have saved his -country many hundred millions of dollars and
years of severe hardship. During the time that the oil ceased to flow the country
could not be expected to-meet additional foreign obligations and no lansa were
possible. If the present arrangesmt will mork satisfactorily, Iran should be able



to make great strides towards the development of its considerable - thoug not yet
completely surveyed - potential resources. If credits should be needed at all,
they may be in the nature of advanoes to bridge the gap between immediate needs
and future revenues from oil exploitation*

1RIA

Syria has common traits with Iraq and Iran as it disposes of a certain reserve
of land and water for irrigation. It has no oil resources, except from transit oil
pipelines and an oil port. Cn the other hand, it has comparatively higher standards
of general educational and professional skills. Private capital and enterprise are
responsible for favorable developments in recent years consisting largely of an
increased area under cotton cultivation. The time has come in Syria where the state
should contribute to the basic equipment of the country by providing better trans-
portation facilities and by undertaking certain large-scale public works, especially
in the field of irrigation and power, which exceed the possibilities of the private
sector.

In order to assist in the planning of this investment over the next years, the
Bank has organised in collaboration with the Syrian authorities a General Survey
Mission consisting of ten experts of some seven nationalities. This Mission spent
about three months in Syria in early 1954. Its findings will become available in
book form in the next months. This will be the twelfth or thirteenth case of this
specific form of technical assistance of the Bank to its member countries. In the
immediate neighborhood of Syria, Turkey and Iraq had been surveyed by similar
missions in recent years.

Irrespective of technical assistance, the Bank is also actively considering
financial assistance to Syria in the form of possible loans for several projects,
including the drainage and irrigation of the fertile Ghab valley and the building
of a road network linking the agriculturally productive North EIstern corner of
the country with the camercial centers of Aleppo and with the new port of Latakia.

lEBANON

A country which derives much of its income from services of its ccarcial
and financial community, obviously needs to augment its receipts on invisible account
(from emigrant remittances, tourist trade and transit) by increased production.
This aim will be presumably well served by the Litani development project which is
supposed to increase substantially the country'es hydroelectric power production and
also to add to the irrigated area. In contrast to most of the other rivers in the
area, the Litani is a purely national stream, which makes its development independent
of international agreements. Under a rather complicated but ingenuous scheme,
prepared by US technicians operating under a DS technical assistance program, the
waters of this river will be partly diverted to the coastal region by tunnels north
of the normal estuary of the river. This will allow the further irrigation of the
coastal strip which grows citrus and other fruit. The considerable drop of the
water will be used for hydroelectric production. As the latter will wary depending
on the time of the year, it will be supplemented by thermal power and all production
centers will be connected by a national grid. This important projeet is currently
studied by a Bank mission.
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Jordan which consists of forme Travajoran and parts ot lastemr Palestine,
is a geeally poor country, which was create largely as a result of pwer politics
fd5lowing World War I and which suffers geat hardships as a result of the Palestine

war About one-thir of Jordants presmt population onsists of refugees, who
live In eaps an food rations supplied by e Uited Nations Relief Works Agency
at a value not exceeding the equivalent of $30 pe year per person. The country
depends to a hi q.b degree on foreign aid both for its emternal and internal finances.
The kton development possibilities are 34mie to the rdning of phospbatea and
potah as well as a few other mineral from te Dead Sea and to te development of
irrigation mainly in the Jordan Vally. This latter, in turn, depends largely on
he conclusion of an agreemnt between Isael and te Arab States on the develop-

ment of the multinational Jordan basin.

Jordan joined (e Bank only in 1952. Te first contribution of the Bank
to Jordans deelopment will consist of sdn a small Survey Missin with t
purpose of cordinating the various scatered stndies prepared by different
national and international agencies and to mere them into a comprehensive develop-
deft plan. the execution of such a plan may still not ake Jordan fully viable,
'nut it will undoubtedly represent a major step in this direction. As this
development would have to be financed preiarily ftm m aid, th Bank proposes
to cooperate very closely with the Uited Nations as well an with the United
Kingdom and United States Ooverxmn which,. at preast, provide most of the aid
funds for the countryd

Somehow, the Ancient and the Modern seem never very far apart in the 3gyptian
picture N , as before, there are series of len and of tat yearal thaecm ist
will saeyr e have ometing to do it the mheemants of world oon prices
and with the Nile's water suppill he will reget that the cycles no loger ocr
with biblical regularity. Now, as before,, there is the ne i to cover the
deficits of the lean years by strage, but t storage of gmin is targely being
replaced by the storage of water needed to gro gmin during te yea" of a low
flood. One might even say that now as before Egyptian rulere are preoccupied with
the erection of pyramids. Bt here te ana ends. While the ancins t pyramids
were to serve the needs of the dead, the modern isnd is to serve the needs of 
living. I am referring to a pyramid of rok, earth and concrteh which is to be
built right in the riverbed of the Nile, a few kilometers sout of Aswan and which .
generally referred to as the High Asuean Proecet. The emormoua reservoir to b a
created by this dm will ebend a few hundred kilometers upsteam into the Sudan
and will probably be the largest artificial lake in the world. It will have
sufficient capacity to store two full annuali flows of the rivere Its benefits
to Egypt will consist of permitting an increase of the eutivated area of the tnd
by about50 and of producing some v billin of eh per year. This project, whih
has been conceived only a few years ago, is to replace previous projects of a few
smaller reservoirs in Egypt and in the Sudan. The project has been muwveyed by a
commission of several internationally famous experts from France, Germany and the
United States; it is naw being studied by Bank engineers.

As you probably know, only about 4% of Egypt's area is cultivable - just the
narrow strip of land along the river and in the Delta. On this strip, which in



soe parts of the country is not more than 2 Ia wide, are ongested over 20 om1
Speople. The density of population in the inhabitable part of Egypt exceeds the
densityr of population in the industrialized countries of Western Europe and in
Japan, During the past fifty years, the population of Egypt has been growing ansk
more rapidly than the area under crops. The annual rate of population growt in
Egypt nor is about 400,000 persons. Nw industries can only absorb a very mnl
Dart of this increase. It is, therefore, very obvious that only considerable
additon to the cultivated land - made possible by more water storage - can allow
Egypt to prevent a further deterioration of the ratio of people to resources and,
perhaps, even to achieve a small improvement of the income per capita. That rmkes
the success of the High Aswan or of any comparable scheme of Wile water storage a
matter of life or death for the country. Another project, ich is being currently
studied by Bank engineers is the construction of a new plant for nitrogenous ferti-
lisers, which, together with the existng plant at gs, which had been partly
financed by an Export Import Credit from the Uhited States, should more or less
cover Egypt's needs for nitrogenous fertilisers which are between 500,000 and
600,000 tons per year.

Pegional Approah

I should like to follow this brief country by country account by a word on
the regional approach to development in the Middle East. Of the six comtries
mentioned before, all except Iran form part of the Arab Leage which also includes
Lytia, Saudi Arabia and Yemen. The Arab League having not always been very
successful in its political undertakings, appears now to shift se of its efforts
to the economic field to promote closer econorde integaton between its member
countries. This program is a reflectin of a very real are intensive pol and
for closer cooperation between Arab countries. It is not always dictatd by purely
economic considerations. In fact, it can be said that while not highly cetitive
the Arab economies do not supplement each other to any considerable degee, All
these countries have surpluses of foodstuffs and other agiculural and fam
products. They all require imports of industrial goods. Netheless a ertain
increase of intra-Arab trade can be envisaged and tis aim will pobably be semed
adequately by the Inter-Arab'preferential trade and payments agreement which has now
been ratified by Egypt, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, Syra and Jorda. It foresees a
complete tariff exeuption for some agricultural products and tariff reductions for
industrial goods produced by the sigatory sateee

Another problem is that of facilitatng movements of capital from the oil
producing countries on the Persian Gulf, which have surplus revenues, but sometiMes
(as in the case of 1ueeit) no domestic Investment possibilities, to neighboring
Arab countries which have undeveloped resources but are short of capital for
investment. Some time ago, a project for an Arab Developmnt Bank was conceived
within the Arab League. This project was largely based on the statutes and
organisation of the IMED, and was submitted to te Bank for coment and advie.
In a memorandum prepared by our Bank and circulated by the Arab League to its
member countries, certain practical steps were recommended to adjust the structure
of the proposed institute to its main purpose, i.e. the encouragement of inwataent
by oil rich countries within the Middle East. Further studies and conversations on
this project are under way.

Apart from the creation of a separate Arab Development Bank, another solution
has been recently suggested. It would consist of all the Arab States joining the
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TBFD and the latter preparing a special issue of bnds within the oil rich countries
to be eariarked for the financing of projects in Arab countries. This m ght re-
quire the cooperation of the top authorities of such currecy areas as are involved,
as, for instance, the Sterling area. There might be, in case of such a special
]BJ) bond issue, a separate Arab body - perhaps in the form of a Regional Develop-
ent Board, to prepare recommendations and to provide additional screening for the

-a.,ious projects within the area.

Resgume

In concluding these remarks, I would like to make a few remarks about the
general experience of the Bank within the area. Contrary to what may be sometimes
believed, the lack of "creditworthiness" or "capacity to carry foreign debt", an
aspect which is very carefully examined each time before a loan is made, has not
been so far a factor limiting the Bank's operations within the area. Neither has
there been any unwillingness on the part of the Bank to go ahead with worthwhile
projects. Everytime any of the menber countries of the area expressed an interest
in the Bank's assistance, a project mission or individual experts were dispatched,
often at -considerable cost to the Bank. Although the number of promising projects
in these countries, by and large not too richly endowed by nature, is somewhat
Himted, yet most of these projects are sufficiEitly well defined to allow quicker
progress than that which actually took place.

It would appear that the two greatest obstacles to more extensive loan
operations until now have been: (a) lack of qualified people in the area able to
work on the proper preparation of the project, or even able to understand what

( such a preparation involves; (b) lack of stability and continuity.

The first handicap can be o erco-me by patient and sometimes prolonged technical
assistance from the Bank itself (auring the preparation stages) and by first class
consultants (in the stage of execotien).

As far as political stability is concerned, the Bank's influence, of course.,
is nil. But perhaps even worse than political instability is lack of continuity.
In the Middle East, as in many other politically and administratively not quite
experienced and mature lands, new governments are often inclined to disregard
completely, if not even to condem, any praparatory economic planning which had
been carried out by preceding governmento. Many of the new cabinets or regimes,
which are often themselves of short duration, tend, nevertheless, to adopt the
attitude that the world begins from the day a which they acceded to power. In
several specific cases,preparatory work done in cooperation with the Bank was
thus frustrated by changes of the administrat on.

This handicap can probably be best overcome by the creation of development board
which would represent a certain continuity irrspective of political changes and
assure the execution of projects of a long-ten character.

I hope that my presentation has not sounded too discouraging. Difficulties of
various natures exist but the greater the challenge the nobler the effort. As an
international cooperative the Bank has the duty to help its member countries and will
continue to make every effort in this direction with every increasing experience.
Ours is an ambitious task but the importance of the purpose and the satisfaction
of every success are the source of continuous inspiration for all of us who have the
privilege of being associated with this work.


